
#41 Is it Bad to be Bougie? (Stats & 
Facts) 

Episode Description  Is it BAD to be BOUGIE??- have you been called that and felt 

ashamed? Have YOU called someone that out of ANGER? What does BOUGIE really 

mean anyway??? 

Focus of Research 

Definition and origin of the word “bougie” 

Percentage of people considered middle class 

History of the Word “Bougie” 

The word “bougie” is a truncated version of the word “bourgeois.” According to Merriam-

Webster dictionary, bourgeois (pronounced bu̇rzh-ˌwä) is defined as having qualities or values 

associated with the middle class and being too concerned about wealth, possessions, and 

respectable behavior. 

Source: Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

Origin of the Word Bourgeois 

Mid-16th century: from French bourg. Compare with burgess. 

MORE 

 borough from Old English: 

The early words burg and burh meant ‘a fortress’. Later they became ‘a fortified town’ and 

eventually ‘town’, ‘district’. Burgh is a Scots form. Burgher (mid-16th century) meaning 

‘inhabitant of a borough’ was reinforced by Dutch burger, from burg ‘castle’. Bourgeois (late 

17th century) adopted from French (from late Latin burgus ‘castle’) is related. An animal's 

defensive place, its burrow (Middle English) is a variant of borough. 

Source: Oxford Dictionary 

What is the Middle Class in the US? 

There is no officially recognized definition of what it means to be middle class. However, 

according to a US News article, Robert Reich – professor of Public Policy at the University of 

California-Berkeley and former Secretary of Labor – suggested the middle class be defined as 
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“households making 50 percent higher and lower than the median household income.” In 2012 

the median household income was $51,017 which would mean the average middle class annual 

income is in the range of $25,500 to $76,500. 

Source: (US News) What It Means to Be Middle Class Today 

 

Source: (Statista) Percentage distribution of household income in the United States in 2013 
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